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MISSION STATEMENT
 
Our goal is to achieve the highest 
level of customer satisfaction through 
excellence in design, manufacturing, 
supply chain management, and 
implementation. We will tirelessly 
pursue new growth opportunities 
while continually striving to surpass 
our competitors in quality, innovation 
and value. Through our corporate 
culture, our continuous focus and 
drive including the expertise of each 
individual employee, we are uniquely 
positioned to provide the best in world 
class products to North America.

Expert TEAM
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Steve Van Overschelde
Supply Chain Manager
 
Steven brings a proven track record for full supplier 
strategic life cycle management, encompassing sourcing, 
negotiating, relationship management, risk assessment and 
disengagement. Steven is a highly effective collaborator 
driving solutions across global cross-functional teams. With 
effective project management skills and strong leadership 
Steven drives success through all levels of our Supply Chain. 

Gordon Wight
Estimating Manager
 
Gordon oversees GarDel’s design & estimation department 
and is responsible to determine total costs and feasibility of 
projects. He confers with estimators to perform evaluation of 
bids and provide costing for projects by determining scope of 
work and content of customer projects. He is responsible for 
reviewing packages and drawings to gather all relevant details 
regarding customer projects including pricing of various 
materials, labor cost, equipment fit and manufacturability.

Peter Nixon
P.Eng., CEO
 
Peter Nixon has worked in the telecom, energy, military and 
aerospace industry sectors. He has significant experience 
in sales, marketing, finance, manufacturing operations 
and general management. He holds a Masters in Business 
Administration from the INSEAD School of Business, and 
a Bachelor of Engineering in Engineering Physics from 
the Royal Military College of Canada.  He is a registered 
professional engineer in Ontario (P.Eng)

Michael Prufer 
Sales Manager
 
Michael is responsible for managing sales, marketing and 
business development in addition to contributing to the 
enhancement of the GarDel’s overall market strategy. As a 
seasoned industry figure, Michael creates and capitalizes 
on business connections and networks, while establishing, 
managing and negotiating strategic partnerships with 
companies in targeted industry sectors. Working with all core 
business operations, his role is to significantly enhance customer 
value satisfaction through solution based problem solving.

Jim Gardner
Production Manager
 
Jim ensures organizational effectiveness by providing leadership 
for the company’s production functions. Jim works with all 
levels of the management team and he is directly responsible 
for production staff supervision.  He works cooperatively with 
quality assurance while overseeing production processes 
and contributes to the development and implementation 
of organizational strategies including planning production 
effectiveness by assessing project resource requirements.

Frank Del Mastro
Strategic Account Manager
 
Frank Del Mastro has 30 years of experience in precision 
metal manufacturing. As a Strategic Account Manager, Frank 
has continuously maintained and expanded relationships 
with key accounts and business partners and is responsible 
for managing sales quota and strategic account objectives. 
Frank is involved with the customer account planning cycle 
and ensures assigned customers’ needs and expectations 
are continuously met by the company. 



ABOUT GarDel
 
Founded in 1973, GarDel Metal Products 
Incorporated is an established precision 
metal contract manufacturer specializing 
in the design, fabrication and assembly of a 
wide array of metal components and finished 
goods for our customers including cabinets, 
kiosks and instrument panels. 

GarDel services a wide range of industries 
including electronics, healthcare, pharmaceutical, 
office furniture, telecommunications, food and 
beverage and military contractors. 

GarDel is an ISO 9001:2008 certified precision 
fabricator and a leading Canadian supplier 
known in the industry for quality workmanship.    
We achieve the highest standards of excellence 
while maintaining a focus on competitive 
pricing and on-time delivery utilizing our  
in-house design and engineering team and 
comprehensive manufacturing capability, 
GarDel’s goal is to work collaboratively with our 
customers to provide value based solutions.  
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Design & Engineering
 
Our in-house Design & Engineering team 
provides comprehensive engineering 
design support including research, 
concept development and feasibility 
assessment. 

GarDel’s engineering team considers 
product performance and function, 
product aesthetics and life cycle while 
maintaining a focus on customer 
targeted budgets and delivery 
requirements. Working collaboratively 
with our customers, starting with 
establishing design requirements, 
GarDel offers a full range of services 
from preliminary design to prototyping 
and full scale production planning and 
launch. 

GarDel offers full Digital lab testing 
including complete dimensional layouts.  
Our team will create new or improve 
existing designs with a practical focus 
on efficient manufacturability.  All 
engineered designs are created utilizing 
SOLIDWORKS 3D CAD design software 
and can be electronically submitted to 
our customers.
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CNC Machining
 
GarDel specializes in precision CNC 
machining, producing geometrically 
complex components that must meet 
the highest and most demanding 
tolerances. Our machining centers are 
capable of processing a wide range of 
metal types including Aluminum, Brass, 
Copper, Stainless Steel and Exotic 
Metals.  Our high quality components 
are verified through a first off/last 
off, in-process inspections. Our CNC 
machining capabilities include, drilling, 
and turning, as well as threading, 
pocketing, and much more. 

GarDel provides CNC machining 
services to companies in industry 
sectors that require high tolerances 
as well as precision machining 
repeatability. 

Laser Cutting
 
Laser cutting used in precision industrial fabrication is an efficient, clean 
and precise way to cut a wide range of materials. GarDel’s intelligent 
laser cutting machine is fast, accurate and requires minimal set-up time 
and offers preventive functions to avoid any unexpected down time. 
GarDel utilizes advanced laser cutting equipment which incorporates 
the latest in technology to guarantee the highest levels of productivity 
while focussing on reducing waste. 

Our laser cutting machine has an extremely accurate tolerance range 
and operates using an intelligent monitoring system to maintain 
optimum processing, which is ideal for requirements involving high 
volume production laser cut components.
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Painting & Finishing
 
GarDel offers a vast array of finishes 
including Powder Coating as well 
as Enamel Based, Water Based and 
Urethane wet spray applications. 
Our combination wet and powder 
coating paint line has a three stage  
enviro-friendly phosphate pre-wash 
with rinse system which insures all 
materials are thoroughly cleaned prior 
to the painting process, meeting salt 
spray tests of up to 300 hours. 

Currently GarDel has two independent 
paint systems;  our 625 ft. automated 
line is capable of material sizes up to 
36” wide x 54” high x 120” long and our 
Independent dust free enclosed paint 
chamber is capable of material sizes 
up to 96” wide x 96” long x 84” high. 

GarDel offers both Oven baked or Air 
Dry finishes with guaranteed colour 
match, texture, adhesion and gloss 
control on all painted parts. Utilizing 
world class suppliers we can supply 
FDA & Health Canada approved paints 
for all Standard RAL and custom 
colours as required.
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Precision Welding
 
GarDel’s comprehensive welding capability includes robotic welding services enabling repeatable and competitive 
solutions for our customers.
 
Our Motoman robotic welding cell allows us to automate the welding process any time a customer requires precise, 
repetitive and consistent results. Robotic welding allows us to offer faster welding cycle times, better quality welds, 
reduced material waste and consistent welds while passing on savings to 
customers  through speed, quality production parts and lower labour cost.

In addition to robotic welding, GarDel offers spot welding and MIG or TIG hand 
welding services for smaller, lower volume applications as required for carbon, 
stainless and aluminum.

GarDel is a CWB (Canadian Welding Bureau) certified company and meets 
and exceeds required AWS welding regulations when applicable.

Manufacturing & Assembly
 
GarDel provides a wide range of turn-key Precision manufacturing and assembly 
services for discerning customers who require a multitude of components 
and hardware to be partially or fully assembled for use.  With over 42 years of 
experience and expertise to handle all of your assembly requirements, GarDel 
is uniquely qualified to handle every phase of precision assembly for a wide 
variety of applications.
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